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PREFACE.

THELetters and Journal, on which is based
the following history of the War in Affghanistan, were sent from India, and placed in the
Editor's hands, with a discretionary power of
curtailment or addition, as well as of the form of
publication. In the exercise of this, he has amplified the original MS., where he deemed it essential to the completeness of the narrative. With a
similar view, and to render the subsequent interesting matter more easily understood, he has
,
' prefixed an introductory account of the country
. and its inhabitants, and a rapid sketch of the
Dooraunee kingdom and the revolutions which
preceded the British invasion of Affghanistan;
F'
and furthermore, for the convenience of the
reader, the whole has been woven into one continuous history. In doing this, it has been deemed

-
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PREFACE.

-

better to correct, in the body of the work, such
errors as had crept in from imperfect information,
'
in consequence of a great portion of it, having
been written during the progress of events, tban
to leave them standing and s u p ~ l ythe deficiency
by a note. To avoid also the necessity of a g h sary, which at best is but a tiresome distraction ,
of the reader's attention, the Indian terms used *
in the MS. have been accompanied by their *
meanings, or discarded altogether, where it coul~?'
be done safely, for English phrases of the sane
import.
No narrative of the whole of the war in Affghanistan has hitherto appeared, those works
upon the subject which have already been written,
although valuable as far as they go, merely relating to detached portions of it. A complete
account, therefore, from their commencement, of
the military operations undertaken by the British
Government West of the Indus, has become a
great desideratum. To supdy this, is one object "
of the following pages. Anot3er may be gathered '
from a passage in one of the writer's letters,
wherein he says, " In transmitting you my disjecta
membra of the Mghan War, my reasons for not
putting my name to which, you are aware ofj- i
may observe that I lay no claim to any striking
novelty either of incident or style, but so many
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--misrepresentations *have been scattered abroad
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and so mucb misconception exists upon the sub' ject, that I ceitainly have endeavoured, regardless whom it may offend, so that I be not unjust,
to place the blase of our ill-success in the main
objects of the war, and of our disasters at Cabool,
upon the right shoulders. At the same time I
have stated nothing which I do not believe to be
true, and which I have not had confirmed by the
lestimony of others, in cases where I have not
be- present myself."
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